Discover how to work with SCIPIO records in Connexion client.

- Use SCIPIO records
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  Discover how to search for and catalog SCIPIO records in Connexion client.
  - About SCIPIO cataloging in Connexion client
  - About SCIPIO records
  - Find SCIPIO records in WorldCat
  - SCIPIO indexes

- SCIPIO cataloging formats and standards
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  For SCIPIO catalogers only. Discover the guidelines needed to create new records for SCIPIO: Art and Rare Book Sales Catalogs in WorldCat. Based on AACR2, these guidelines are intended to cover most cataloging needs for creating records for SCIPIO auction sales catalogs
  - About SCIPIO cataloging formats and standards
  - Create SCIPIO records in WorldCat
  - Find SCIPIO records in WorldCat
  - SCIPIO cataloging workflow
  - Data sync record matching
  - Retrospective cataloging
  - SCIPIO fixed field elements
  - SCIPIO variable fields